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3,056,513 
STACKING MACHINE 

George E. Von Gal, Jr., 3048 Thomas Ave., 
Montgomery, Ala. 

Filed June 12, 1957, Ser. No. 665,334 
12 Claims. (C. 214-6) 

This invention relates to a stacking machine and more 
particularly to a machine which will receive and auto 
matically stack articles such as cartons and cases on a 
pallet or other receiving means. 

In the past, many devices have been proposed and 
built for the purpose of stacking articles one on top of 
the other for storage and shipment. These prior art de 
vices have usually been extremely expensive and compli 
cated, thus precluding small manufacturers, such as a 
local soft drink bottling plant, from utilizing the same. 
Further, many prior art devices, which have been em 
ployed, operate at such a slow rate that several similar 
machines must be used in order to maintain a proper 
stacking speed with the assembly line discharge of arti 
cles. 

In the bottling industries which may utilize stacking 
machines, most articles such as soft drink crates or cases 
are reusable and since such crates do not come in actual 
contact with the food or liquid to be consumed, they are 
seldom cleaned prior to being filled. Therefore a major 
problem in employing a stacking machine is that dirt and 
other foreign matter from the articles being handled will 
become lodged in the cogs, gearing or other mechanisms 
of the machine and thereby prevent proper functioning 
of the machine or cause the machine to break. 

Briefly in an attempt to obviate these problems in the 
prior art and provide an inexpensive yet efficient stack 
ing machine, I have devised a stacking machine which 
includes a conveyor which delivers articles to a ram or 
rake mechanism which upon receiving a predetermined 
number of articles will be automatically actuated to de 
liver these articles in side by side relationship to a releas 
ing mechanism. Upon completion of the loading of 
the releasing mechanism, the same is actuated to deposit 
the accumulated group of articles onto a pallet of an 
elevator mechanism which is then actuated to lower this 
pallet a predetermined distance so that the cycle of load 
ing the releasing mechanism may be repeated and the 
second accumulated group of articles on the releasing 
mechanism may be released on top of the first loaded 
group, etc. until the pallet is loaded. Upon being loaded, 
the pallet is automatically moved to the bottom of the 
elevator shaft where it is discharged in its loaded condi 
tion and replaced with a second pallet which is carried 
to a position immediately below the releasing mechanism. 
Thereafter the cycle of my stacking machine is repeated. 

incorporated with my stacking machine is a mechanism 
for automatically discharging the pallets, one for each 
cycle of the elevator mechanism, and a mechanism for 
preselecting the number of stacks to be accumulated on 
the pallet before the elevator mechanism is actuated to 
discharge the pallet. 

Accordingly, it is a primary object of my invention 
to provide an inexpensive, durable and efficient stack 
ing machine which is easily manufactured, operated and 
maintained. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a stack 

ing machine which is well adapted to handle articles such 
as crates of Soft drink bottles and stack these crates 
on a pallet. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a stack 

ing machine in which the number of stacks received by 
each palet may be easily preselected or varied as de 
sired. 
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Another object of my invention is to provide a stack 

ing machine having relatively few moving parts to wear 
out or become out of adjustment. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a stack 

ing machine which is well adapted to operate in con 
junction with an assembly line to receive articles dis 
charged therefrom at substantially a constant rate and 
automatically load these articles onto a succession of pal 
lets in an automatic sequence. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a stack 

ing machine which will operate substantially automati 
cally and requires little attention from an operator dur 
ing this operation. 

Another object of my invention is to provide an auto 
matic stacking machine which will occupy little floor 
space and which may be installed in processing plants 
without material alteration to the plant. 

Another object of my invention is to provide an auto 
matic stacking machine which will utilize conventional 
power sources such as compressed air and electricity which 
are found in most processing plants. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a stack 

ing machine which will receive and stack articles of 
varying height. 

Other and further objects and advantages of my in 
vention will become apparent from the following descrip 
tion when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings wherein like characters of reference designate 
corresponding parts throughout the several views and 
wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a stacking machine 
constructed in accordance with my invention. 
FIG. 2 is an elevational view of one side of the stack 

ing machine shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is an elevational view of the other side of 

the stacking machine shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a front elevational view of the stacking ma 

chine shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 5 is a rear elevational view of the stacking ma 

chine shown in FIG. 1. 
F.G. 6 is a top plan view of the stacking machine shown 

in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional fragmentary view of the 

releasing mechanism of the stacking machine shown in 
FIG. 1. 

FIG. 8 is a fragmentary perspective view of a detail 
showing the releasing mechanism of the stacking machine 
of FIG. 1 in its releasing position. 
FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 9-9 

of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 10 is a detail sectional view taken on line 10-10 

of FIG. 6. 
FIG. 11 is a detail side elevation of the drop gate 

linkage. 
FIG. 12 is a fragmentary side elevation of a detail 

showing the stop plate of the machine shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 13 is a schematic wiring diagram of the electri 

cal System of the Stacking machine shown in FIG. 1. 
Referring now in detail to the embodiment chosen for 

purpose of illustration, it will be seen that the frame struc 
ture of my stacking machine is made from a plurality of 
L. beams which are Welded or otherwise secured together. 
This frame comprises a pair of spaced longitudinal base 
members 5, 5' connected at their ends by transverse base 
members 6, 6' to provide a rectangular base which sup 
ports the entire remaining structure. Within this base 
and running transversely thereof are a plurality of spaced 
reinforcing ribs 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d, 7e which provide support 
for the discharge rollers hereinafter to be described. 
On the front portion of the base, extending upwardly 

from longitudinal base members 5, 5’, are four spaced 
upstanding standards 8a, 8b, 8c and 8d, the lower and 
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central portions of which define an elevator chute and the 
upper portions of which are adapted to receive the re 
leasing mechanism for dropping the articles onto the ele 
vator, and the ram or rake mechanism for loading the 
releasing mechanism. For reinforcement, a pair of spaced 
longitudinal top bars 9, 9 are provided between standards 
8a, 8b and 8c, 8d, respectively. 

Feed Mechanisin 

Mounted along one side of the frame is a feed roller 
housing which includes a longitudinally extending roller 
supporting beam 0 and a complementary beam 11 which 
supports a plurality of feed rollers 2, 12 over which the 
articles to be stacked are fed to my machine. These feed 
rollers may be driven by appropriate motor drive mecha 
nism or the articles may be fed by gravity toward the 
front of my stacking machine. 

In the particular embodiment chosen to illustrate my 
invention, rollers 2 are driven from motor 3, through 
reduction gear 14 mounted on platform i5. For trans 
ferring power from reduction gear 14 to rollers 12, I have 
provided a continuous belt 6 which, as seen in FIG. 10, 
drives a shaft 17 provided with pulleys, such as pulley 
18 which, in turn, drive spaced belts, such as belt 9. 
Belts, such as belt 9 pass beneath rollers 2 over idler 
shaft 20 and are urged against rollers 12 by interspaced 
idler rollers 21 and adjustable idler rollers such as roller 
22. The position of idler rollers, such as rollers 22, may 
be adjusted by means of bolts such as bolt 23. 

It will also be seen from FIG. 10 that the group of 
feed rollers 2', which are to the right of or up stream 
from the area adjacent standards 8a, 8b, &c, 8d, are driven 
at a speed slower than the speed of rollers 12 by means 
of belts such as belt 9. Belts such as belt 9' receive 
their power from idler shaft 26, through a speed reducing 
mechanism. 24. Belt 9 is urged into engagement with 
rollers 2" by rollers 2.É' in a manner similar to the en 
gagement of belt 19 with roilers 12. Therefore, as the 
articles are received from rollers 2" by rollers 2, a spac 
ing of these articles takes place whereby the blocking gates, 
hereinafter disclosed, may operate after passage of the 
first article and then the second article onto rollers 2. 

Across the front ends of beams 0 and i is switch sup 
porting strap 25 which is provided with a first gate raising 
switch 26 mounted centrally of strap 25 in a position to 
be engaged by the first article moving forwardly on rollers 
12. As will be described more fully hereinafter, the 
closing of switch 26 by the first article on rollers 12 
causes a gate 27 to extend upwardly between adjacent 
rollers 12 to block the travel of all other articles on rollers 
12. Positioned adjacent gate 27 is a second gate raising 
switch 26' which when closed, after closing of Switch 26, 
causes a second gate 27 to extend upwardly and block 
all articles after the second article on rollers 2, 2 from 
moving past gate 27. 
As best seen in FiG. 10, gate 27 is carried by one 

end of a lever arm 28, the other end of which is pivotally 
mounted between beams 0 and . Lever arm 28 is 
actuated upon closing of Switch 26 by means of an air 
cylinder and piston denoted generally by numeral 29. 
Air cylinder and piston 29 is mounted on its valve control 
mechanism 29' which is supported beneath beams 10 and 
11. In an identical manner, gate 27' is supported and 
actuated. 

Rake Assembly Mechanism 
For moving the first and second articles on rollers 12 in 

to the area defined by standards 8a, 3b, 8c, 8d, I have pro 
vided a ram or rake assembly mechanism which includes 
a pair of spaced traverse rods 30, 30' which extend between 
top bars 9, 9'. These traverse rods 30, 30' respectively 
receive a pair of slidable guide blocks 31, 31' and a sec 
ond pair of slidable guide blocks 32, 32". Rake arm 
supporting strap 33 extends between guide blocks 31, 31' 
and a second rake arm supporting strap 34 extends be 
tween guide blocks 32, 32. Fixed to these straps 33 and 
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4. 
34 are a pair of rake arms 35 and 36 which extend out 
wardly, transversely over rollers 12 and then downwardly 
to terminate adjacent the outer edge of rollers 12. The 
end of rake arm 35 is provided with a pusher plate or 
rake 37 located between switch supporting strap 25 and 
first gate 27, while the end of arm 36 is provided with 
a pusher plate or rake 38 located between first gate 27 
and second gate 27. Rakes 37 and 38 are so positioned 
adjacent the outer edges of rollers 12 that, when my rake 
assembly mechanism is actuated, rake 37 will engage the 
outer side of the first article on rollers 12 and rake 38 will 
engage the outer side of the second article on rollers 2 
and respectively urge them, in paths normal to their path 
of travel on rollers 12, into the area defined by standards 
8a, 8b, 8c, 8d. 

For actuating rakes 37 and 38, one end of a piston rod 
39 is affixed by means of link 40 to the central portion 
of rake supporting strap 33 while the other end is con 
nected to the piston (not shown) of a transversely disposed 
double acting, air cylinder 41. The outer end of cylinder 
41 terminates, on the side of my mechanism opposite 
rollers 2, in a valve box 42 which is supported between 
standards 8c, 8d by brace 43. Thus it is seen that, upon 
actuation of cylinder 4 by the admission of air to one 
side of the piston within cylinder 4, piston rod 39 will 
be drawn within cylinder 4 and will urge the rake car 
riage, consisting of guide blocks 34, 32’, 32, 32', straps 33, 
34, and arms 35, 36, towards standards 8c, 8d, thereby 
moving rakes 37 and 38 across rollers 2. 

Located adjacent traverse rod 30' on top bar 9 is an 
electrical ram cylinder actuating switch 44 which is so 
positioned as to be engaged and closed by guide block 
32' as rakes 37, 38 reach the end of their travel across 
rollers 12. As will be described more fully hereinafter, 
upon closing of this switch 44, the solenoid in valve box 
42 is actuated to operate the valve of cylinder 4 and 
introduce air on the other side of the piston therein and 
return the rake carriage to its original position shown 
in FIG. 1. Located on top bar 9, adjacent rod 30' in a 
position to be engaged and closed by guide blocks 32' is a 
switch 45 which causes gate 27 to drop below rollers 12, 
and thus condition the gates and ram assembly mechanism 
for another cycle of its operation. 

Releasing Mechanism 
For receiving, collecting and then depositing the articles 

urged into the area defined by standards 8a, 3b, 8c, 8d, 
is the releasing mechanism which includes a bearing plate 
46 extending on substantially the same plane with the 
upper surface of rollers 12 between standards 8a and 8b. 
As best seen in FIG. 1, above bearing plate 46, one flange 
of each of standards 8a and 8b is removed to provide 
a sufficiently wide area for the articles to pass there 
through. 

Extending from the ends of bearing plate 46, and con 
nected between standards 8a and 8d, and between stand 
ards 8b and 8c respectively are vertically disposed guide 
rails 47 and 48. A vertically disposed partition member 
49, which is equidistant between guide rails 47 and 48 
and substantially aligned transversely with gate 27, ex 
tends from the midportion of bearing plate 46 to the mid 
portion of a switch supporting bar 50, which bar ex 
tends between standards 8c and 8d. Guide rail 47 and 
partition member 49 define a first space for receiving arti 
cles from rake 37, and guide rail 48 and partition mem 
ber 49 define a second space for receiving articles from 
rake 38. 

For Supporting and releasing the articles, guide rails 
47 and 48 are provided respectively with hinged flanges 
or releasing gates 5; and 52 which normally project in 
wardly toward each other and are hinged by hinges 53 
and 54, seen in FIG. 7, to the bottom edge of guide mem 
bers 47 and 48. Similarly, partition member 49 is pro 
vided with hinged flanges or releasing gates 55 and 56 
which respectively are complementary to and project to 

s 
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ward releasing gates 51 and 52. Releasing gates 55 and 
56 are respectively hinged to the bottom edge of parti 
tion member 49 by hinges 57 and 58. 
As best seen in FIG. 8, to actuate these releasing gates 

51, 52, 55, 56 and pivot them downwardly, after they 
are loaded, I have provided a gate actuating, double 
acting, air cylinder 59 which is supported from guide 
rail 48 by bracket 60. Air cylinder 59 is provided with 
a valve and solenoid housing 61 for the electrical actu 
ation of air cylinder 59. As is usual, air cylinder 59 is 
provided with a piston rod 62 which is adapted to be 
reciprocated by a piston (not shown) within air cylinder 
59. At its end, rod 62 is provided with a camming mem 
ber 64 which engages the upstanding finger of a switch 
65 mounted adjacent cylinder 50 on guide rail 48. Cam 
ming member 64 pivotally carries one end of pitman 62a, 
the other end of which is provided with a longitudinal 
slot 63. On pitman 62a, between slot 63 and camming 
member 64, is a hasp unlocking finger 66 which has an 
upwardly sloping beveled edge and a vertical edge. In 
the normal position of pitman 62a, the vertical edge of 
finger 66 engages an outwardly projecting stud 67 fixed 
at an intermediate position on hasp 68. Hasp 68 is 
pivotally mounted by one end to standard 8c and is 
urged by gravity into locking engagement with a pivot 
arm 69 fixed to a releasing shaft 7. Thus, until rod 
62 is withdrawn within cylinder 59, shaft 70 will not 
rotate in a counterclockwise direction as viewed in FIG. 
5. Upon movement of rod 62 to the left in FIG. 5, 
finger 66 will urge stud 67 to the left, causing hasp 68 
to be rotated in a clockwise direction and thereby release 
pivot arm 69 for counterclockwise rotation with shaft 70 
to the position shown in FIG. 8. 
From an examination of FIG. 8 it will be seen that 

one end of shaft 70 is located immediately below pit 
man 62a. A lever 72 projects upwardly and outwardly 
from shaft 70 and its end is engaged in slot 63. Thus, 
upon continued travel of rod 62 to the left, and after 
hasp 68 has been withdrawn from pivot arm 69, pitman 
62a will urge the end of lever 7i in a counterclockwise 
direction, causing rotation of shaft 76 in that direction. 
As best seen in FIGS. 1 through 4, shaft 70 is jour 

nalled for rotation in standards 8c and 8d above switch 
supporting bar 50. A plurality of levers, namely levers 
72a, 72b, 72c, and 72d project upwardly and outwardly 
from shaft 70. The outer ends of these levers 72a, 72b, 
72c, and 72d are respectively pivotally connected to links 
73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d which, in turn, are pivotally con 
nected to upturned end flanges 74a, 74b, 74c, and 74d. 
Links 73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d are each curved or dog 
leg members whereby when shaft 70 is in its normal 
position the pivoted ends of lever 72a, 72b, 72c, and 72d 
will be rotated beyond the diametrically opposed post 
tion with respect to the pivoted lower end of links 73a, 
73b, 73c and 73d and, therefore, there will be no rota 
tional force applied to shaft 70, regardless of the loading 
of links 73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d. End flanges 74a, 74b, 
74c, and 74d are respectively integrally formed with the 
ends of releasing gates 51, 55, 56, and 52. 

For actuating air cylinder 59, a gate releasing switch 75 
is mounted on switch Supporting bar 50, between gate 
56 and gate 52. Adjacent switch 75 is a supervisory 
switch 75' which prevents actuation of air cylinder 41 
when the receiving compartments are filled with articles. 
Thus, when both the first and second receiving compart 
ments defined, respectively by guide rail 47, and parti 
tion member 49, and guide rail 48 and partition member 
49 are loaded, the action of rake 38 on the last article to 
be loaded will cause the first article in the second receiving 
compartment to depress switch 75, thereby causing air 
cylinder 59 to rotate shaft 70, and levers 72a, 72b, 72c, 
72d to act against links 73a, 73b, 73c, and 73d and cause 
gates 51, 52, 55, 56 to be simultaneously lowered to 
the position shown in FIG. 8. 
As best seen in FIG. 12, stop plates 300, 300 are re 
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6 
siliently mounted, one to a compartment, on switch 
Supporting bar 50 so that as each compartment is filled 
with articles, movement of the articles toward bar 50 
will be resisted and thus the adjacent articles will be 
urged together. 

In more detail, each stop plate, such as stop plate 
300, is supported in parallel spaced relation to bar 50 
by a pair of brackets, such as L-shaped bracket 361 
having a slot (not shown) on the nether side through 
which bolt 302 passes to joint bracket 301 to bar 50. 
Thus, each bracket, such as bracket 301, may be adjusted 
transversely of my machine. The upstanding portion of 
each of the brackets, such as bracket 301, is provided 
with a hole through which a bolt, such as bolt 303, pro 
jects to threadedly engage the back side of its stop plate 
and a spring, such as spring 304, is provided, surround 
ing each bolt, such as bolt 303, to resiliently urge the 
stop plate and bracket apart. 

Elevator Mechanism 

For receiving the group of articles as they are dropped 
by gates 51, 52, 55, 56, an elevator frame is mounted 
within standards 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, below the releasing 
mechanism. This elevator frame comprises a pair of 
horizontally extending Li beams 76, 76' which are re 
spectively slidably positioned between standards 8a, 8d 
and 8b, 8c. The ends of beams 76, 76' are notched, 
as best seen in FIG. 1, whereby bearing surfaces are 
provided for engagement with standards 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d. 
Longitudinal beams 77, 77 extend between beams 76, 
76, within standards 8a, 8b, 3c and 8d and are each 
provided with upstanding flanges adapted to position a 
pallet on the elevator frame within the standards. For 
reinforcing and alignment of the elevator frame on the 
discharge means to be described hereinafter, a beam 78 
extends between beams 77, 77, intermediate their inner 
ends and their midportions and a reinforcing rib 79 
extends from the midportion of beam 78 to the midportion 
of beam 76. 

Adjacent and below guide rail 47 is a sprocket sihaft 
80 which is journalled for rotation outwardly on stand 
ards 8a, 8d by bearings 8ia, 81d. A similar and compie 
mentary sprocket shaft 80' is provided opposite shaft 33 
and is journalled by bearings 81b and 8ic on standards 
8b and 8c. The outer ends of shafts 80, 8G' have bevel 
gears 82, 82 which respectively mesh with bevel gears 
83, 83' mounted on the opposite ends of a power transfer 
shaft 84, journalled by bearings 85. Power transfer 
shaft 84 is driven by motor 86 through a reduction gear 
87 which drives sprocket 88, driving through a continu 
ous link chain 89, a sprocket 90 fixed to power transfer 
shaft 84. It is now seen that upon rotation of motor 86, 
shafts 80 and 80' will be rotated in opposite directions 
at equal speed. 
On shaft 80 are a pair of spaced chain driving sprockets 

91, 91 which respectively carry link chains 92, 92. 
Similarly, shaft 80' is provided with a pair of sprockets 
93, 93 which respectively carry chains 94, 94'. 

Chains 92, 92 are continuous link chains which ex 
tend downwardly and around idle sprockets 95, 95" which 
latter sprockets are mounted on idle shaft 96 journalled 
by base members 5, 5'. In identical manner, chains 
94, 94' are provided with idle sprockets (not shown) 
which are carried by a shaft (not shown) journalled 
between base members 5,5'. Chains 92, 92', 94, 94' are 
each connected appropriately to the elevator frame, 
chains 92, 92 being connected to beam 76 and chains 
94, 94' being connected to beam 76' to provide a lifting 
means for the elevator frame. 
As best seen in FIG. 2, to control the positioning of 

the elevator frame through the excitation and de-excita 
tion of motor 86, I have provided a control box 97 
within which is a shaft 98. Control box 97 is mounted 
to a cross bar 99 extending between standards 8a, 8b 
while shaft 98 is provided with a sprocket 100 driven 
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by chain 101 from a sprocket 102 on power transfer 
shaft 84. As best seen in FIG. 2, shaft 98 is provided 
with a helical screw 103 and a screw follower 184 which 
contacts any one of a plurality of switches such as 
switch 105, depending, of course, on the position of 
the elevator frame, to which it is mechanically linked 
as described above. 
As best seen in FIGS. 4 and 5, for urging the articles 

inwardly as they are dropped and thereby to provide a 
compact layer of articles, I have provided a plurality of 
alignment arms 106 which are fixed at spaced intervals 
along guide rails 47 and 48. 
To move the elevator frame downwardly whenever 

articles are deposited on the elevator frame but have not 
cleared the gates 51, 52, 55, 56, I have provided a feeler 
switch 107 on brace 43. Feeler switch 07 is provided 
with a downwardly extending switch arm i88 which 
terminates in a feeler plate 109. When feeler plate 19 
is urged to one side by a pallet or articles on a palet, 
switch 107 will be thrown to supply current to motor 86 
to move the elevator frame downwardly. This throw 
ing of switch 107 also opens the closing circuit of the 
cylinder 59 and hence so long as the elevator frame is 
moving downwardly, gates 51, 52, 55, 56, will not close, 
if open. 
As an interlock mechanism to prevent actuation of 

the releasing mechanism before the elevator frame has 
properly positioned a pallet or a layer of articles im 
mediately below the releasing mechanism, I have pro 
vided an interlock switch 07' on brace 43, provided 
with a downwardly and inwardly extending switch arm 
108. As seen best in FIG. 2, the lower end of switch 
arm 108' terminates below feeler plate 109 and there 
fore in normal operation the downward travel of the 
elevator frame will be stopped before switch 07' is 
opened. When arm 108 is urged to one side by either 
a pallet or a layer of articles on the elevator frame, 
switch 107 will be closed, thereby providing current to 
Switch 75. 

Discharge Mechanism 

Within the base, defined by base members 5, 5, 6, 6' 
is the discharge mechanism which includes two pairs of 
opposed channel members 110a, 110b, 110c, 110d on 
ribs 7a and 7b. As best seen in FEG. 3, blocks, such as 
block 11, are mounted beneath channel members 10a, 
110b, 110c, 10d so that these members are inclined 
forwardly toward standards 8a, 8d. Between channel 
members 10a, and 110b are a plurality of transverse 
rollers 112. Similarly, between channel members 110c 
and 150d there are a plurality of rollers 12. Around 
rollers 12, 2’ respectively extend discharge belts 113, 
13' which are driven from a common drive shaft 114 

through rollers 15, 15'. Therefore, upon rotation of 
shaft 114, belts 113, 113' will pass respectively over the 
tops of rollers 112, 112' to move the pallet outwardly 
from the stacking machine when the elevator platform 
is in its lowermost position. 
As best seen in FIG. 9, shaft 114 is journalled by bear 

ings 116, 116 and is provided with a sprocket 117 which 
is driven by means of link chain 118 from a sprocket 
9 on reduction gear 20 of motor 121. Reduction 

gear 120 and motor 21 are mounted on base member 5 
in a position between standards 8a and 8b. 

Pallet Transfer Mechanism 
As is seen best in FIG. 9 the motor 121 and reduction 

gear 120 also drive a sprocket 122, over which is a link 
chain 123 driving sprocket 124. Sprocket 124 is fixed 
to a power transfer shaft 125 journalled by bearings 126, 
126'. Bearing 126 is mounted centrally of base member 
5 while bearing 126' is mounted on a central strap 27 
extending between ribs 7b and 7c. Outwardly of bearing 
26 is a sprocket 128 on shaft 125 and adjacent bearing 
126' is a sprocket 129. Sprocket 128 drives the pallet 
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8 
releasing mechanism and sprocket 29 drives the pallet 
moving mechanism, both to be described hereinafter. 
As will be seen in FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 6, adjacent the 

elevator chute defined by standards 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d. is a 
pallet magazine or chute which is defined by Vertical 
standards 30a, 130b, 30c and 130d. Standards 130a 
and 30b extend up from base member 5 and standards 
130c and 130d extend up from base member 5. Between 
the upper ends of standards 30a, 130 b is a cross member 
13, and between standards 30c, 3Gd is cross member 
E31'. A plurality of spaced horizontally extending brace 
members 32 are fixed between standards 130a, 130 b and 
support a plurality of runners 133, the lower ends 134 of 
which are inwardly and downwardly extended to termi 
nate in a plane above the base of my stacking machine. 
In complementary fashion, standards 30c, 130d are 
provided with brace members 132', runners 133' having 
lower inwardly turned ends 134. 
Mounted on standards 30a and 130d respectively are 

a pair of horizontally aligned bearing members 135a, 
135d which are positioned intermediate the central and 
lower portions of standards 130a and 130d. These bear 
ing members 35a, 35d comprise part of the pallet re 
lease mechanism and receive for rotation therein a hori 
Zontally extending pallet feed shaft 36 which is provided 
with a pair of spaced four pronged escape wheels 137. 
Opposite shaft E36 is a complementary pallet feed shaft 
E36' supported from standards i30b, 30c by bearing 
members 135b and 35c. Shaft 36' is provided with a 
pair of spaced escape wheels 137 similar to escape wheels 
137. The two shafts, namely shafts 136, 136', are syn 
chronized to be rotated in opposite directions by a link 
ing shaft 138 which is provided with beveled gears 139, 
39 at its ends and supported for rotation by journals 
149, 40 on standards 130c, 130d. Bevel gears 139, 139 
mesh respectively with bevel gears 141, 141 on the ends 
of shafts 136, 136. 
The drive for shaft 36, and hence for shaft 138 and 

136 includes a link chain 142 which extends from sprock 
et 128 to sprocket 143. A seen in FIG. 3, sprocket 143 
is mounted for rotation on a stub shaft 144 carried by a 
bearing 145 which is fixed to standard 130a adjacent 
bearing 135a. Adjacent the peripheral edge of sprocket 
143 is a switch engaging finger 45' which engages switch 
46 mounted adjacent thereto on standard 130a. Con 

centrically mounted on stub shaft 144 is a cog 147 which 
meshes with a larger cog 48, the ratio of these cogs be 
ing 1:4. Cog 48 is fixed to the end of shaft 136. It is 
now seen that upon each revolution of sprocket 143, 
shafts 136, 136' are rotated one-fourth revolution to 
thereby rotate escape wheels 137, 137 so that one prong 
on each escape wheel is pivoted from the horizontal in 
wardly extended position to the downwardly extending 
position. 

Centrally of my stacking machine is a pallet moving 
mechanism comprising a continuous link chain 149 which 
extends around sprocket 129 and then around an idler 
sprocket 150. Sprocket 150 is provided with a shaft 151, 
journaled for rotation by bearing members 152, 152 on 
transverse base member 6. Chain 149 is provided with 
an upstanding pallet engaging lug 153 which is normally 
positioned adjacent transverse base member 6'. The 
gear ratio of sprockets 128, 143, 129 and cogs 47, 148 
are such that upon each revolution of sprockets 143, 
chain 149 will make one cycle to thus carry lug 153 
around its sprockets once and then position lug 153 ad 
jacent bearing members 152, 152 as one prong of each 
of escape wheels 137, 137 is rotated from a horizontal 
to a vertical position. Positioned on opposite sides of 
chain 149 are channel members 154a, 154b, 154c, 154d 
which are respectively aligned with channel members 
10a, 110b, 10c, 110d. Channel members 154a, 154b, 
154c, 154d are mounted parallel to each other between 
ribs 7d and 7e. Rollers 155, 155 are provided respec 
tively between channel members 54a, 154b and between 
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channel members 154c, 154d. These rollers 155, 155 to 
gether with chain 149 receive the lowermost pallet in 
the pallet chute, upon actuation of motor 121 and trans 
fer this pallet by action of lug 153 to rollers 113, 13'. 

Electrical circuit 
In FIG. 13 is the wiring diagram for my stacking ma 

chine, the wires connecting the various switches, motors 
and related equipment being deleted in the previous draw 
ings. In FIG. 13 it will be seen that I have provided a 
control circuit having an on-off switch 156, which when 
on, supplies current from a source of current E to trans 
former 157 where the normal 110 volts A.C. current is 
converted to 12 volts A.C. On the 12 volt side of trans 
former 157 is a ground 158 and a hot wire i59. Wire 
159 supplies current to wire i50 which is connected 
through normally open, first gate switch 26 to operate the 
solenoid iói which controls air to control valve 29' to ac 
tuate air cylinder 29 and raise gate 27. After closing of 
switch 26, current is also supplied through wire 62 to 
normally open, second gate switch 26. Upon closing of 
switch 26, current is supplied to solenoid 63 to actuate 
the valve of the second air cylinder (not shown) and 
raise second gate 27. Upon closing of both switch 25 and 
26", and provided switch 45 is depressed to the position 
shown in FIG. 13, current is supplied through wire 64 
and switch 45 to wire 165 and thence through normally 
closed switch 75' to wire 66. 
From wire 66, current flows through the normally 

closed arm 65a of switch 65 to actuating coil 167 and then 
to ground E58. 

It will be remembered that when rakes 37, 38 are in 
their normal position, guide block 3i' depresses switch 
45. Therefore, after the first two articles on rollers 2 
have closed switches 26, 26' respectively, it will be seen 
that, in normal operation, actuating coil 167 will be ener 
gized, rotating valve 63 in housing 42 to a position to 
admit air to one side of the piston in cylinder 41, there 
by retracting piston rod 39 and moving the rake carriage 
assembly across the space defined by standards 8a, 3b, 8c, 
8d. When guide block 31' moves away from switch 45, 
this switch moves to its other position, whereby current is 
still supplied through wires 169, 170, Switch 45 and wire 
164 to maintain coil 163 in its energized condition and 
thus gate 27' remains up but current is interrupted to coil 
167 by the throwing of switch 45. 
As the rake carriage assembly approaches standards 3c, 

8d, guide block 32 engages and closes switch 44, thereby 
supplying current from wire 69 and wire i71, and through 
wire 172 to energize return coil 173 which is also connect 
ed to ground 58. Upon the energization of coil 173, 
valve ió8 is moved to a position supplying air to the other 
side of the piston in cylinder 41, and hence the rake car 
riage assembly is moved to its normal position as shown in 
FIG. 1. Of course, guide block 31' reengages and throws 
switch 45 to its position shown in FIG. 13 which inter 
rupts current to coil ió3 and drops gate 27. It is also 
to be remembered that switches 26, 26' are normally open 
switches and hence if the articles are removed from en 
gagement with these switches they will again open. 
From wire 159, current is also supplied through wires 

174, 175 to a normally closed switch 76 of a multi 
switch relay and thence through wire 177 to a normally 
open switch 107. When interlock switch 107' is closed, 
current is supplied through wire 78 to a normally open 
cylinder actuating switch 75. When switches 76, 107 
and 75 are closed, current passes through wire 79 through 
coil i80 to ground 58, thereby energizing coil 180 to 
rotate valve 81, to a position admitting air to the piston 
of cylinder 59 for pivoting gates 5, 52, 55, 56 to the posi 
tion shown in FIG. 8. For returning the gates to their 
normal position as seen in FIG. 1, a wire 82 leads from 
wire 159 to a double throw single pole feeler switch 107. 
As described above, switch 107 is located adjacent gate 
52 and detects the presence of an article in the gate area. 
Normally this switch 107 is in the position shown in FIG. 
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13 but when an article on the pallet is detected by plate 
109, switch 197 is thrown to its other position. Therefore, 
if switch. 65b is closed, a circuit is normally made through 
wire 84, switch 65b and coil 185 to ground 158. It is 
to be remembered, however, that switch 65b is closed only 
when switch 65 is not engaged by camming member 64, 
but opens when camming member 64 is returned to its 
original position with gates 51, 52, 55, 56 closed. Thus, 
this gate closing coil i85 is only energized after the gates 
51, 52, 55, 56 have been opened and the elevator frame is 
not moving downwardly. 
Also leading from wire 175 are a plurality of parallel 

switches 586, i87, 88 contained in control box 97. 
Switch 186 is a normally closed upper limit switch, switch 
187 is a normally open switch for determining when the 
elevator frame is in position to have received five layers 
of articles and switch 188 is a normally open switch for 
determining when the elevator frame is in position to have 
received say seven layers of articles. From switch 186, a 
wire i89 supplies current to a normally open switch 198 
of a relay and to a manually operated, normally open, par 
tial loader switch 192. Through wire 92, switch 191, 
when closed, supplies current through the solenoid 5.93 to 
ground 153. A wire 94 leads from wire 192 to the other 
side of switch E90 and also to arm of a manually operated 
selector switch 95 having terminals respectively connected 
through wire 96 to switch 187 and through wire 97 to 
switch 588. When solenoid 93 is energized, either via 
switch 91, 187 or 88, current via wire 89 passes 
through switch i98 to hold down switch 9 until upper 
limit switch 86 is opened by the return of the elevator 
frame to its upper position. Switch 199 is coupled with 
switch 176 and therefore upon actuation of the relay by 
solenoid 93, the circuit to coil 89 is broken and thus 
gates 51, 52, 55, 56 may not be opened. The additional 
function of switch 76 will be described hereinafter. 
With an article being detected by plate 109, current 

is supplied from switch 107 through wire 200 to a com 
mon bus 20 and thence through coil 202 of the motor 
actuating relay to ground 58. Upon being energized, 
coil 202 causes closing of switches 203, 203 which sup 
ply line current from a source Li, L2 through wires 
204, 205 respectively to the armature of motor 86. Field 
excitation for rotation of motor 86 in a selected direc 
tion is Supplied from wires 204, 205 through appropriate 
reversing switches 206, 207 of the reversing relay. From 
Switch 266 a wire 208 leads to one terminal to the field 
of notor 86 while from switch 207, wire 209 leads to 
the other terminal of the field of motor 86. 

Associated with the reversing relay is the relay coil 
210 which actuates switches 206, 207 as well as a hold 
down Switch 211 and the pallet motor deactivating switch 
22. Current for energizing coil 210 is led from wire 
20 through a normally closed bottom limit switch 213, 
through wire 254 and pallet feed limit switch 25. Once 
pallet feed limit switch 215 is closed, current to coil 210 
is supplied from hold down switch 211, via wire 216 
whereby the reversing relay remains energized so long 
as current is not interrupted thereto. 
When coil 210 is deenergized, current is supplied from 

wire 2:4 through switch 22 and wire 217 to a second 
normally open bottom limit switch E05 and thence 
through wire 218 and normally closed limiting switch 
146 to the coil 219 of the pallet motor relay, the circuit 
being completed from coil 219 to ground 158. Upon 
energizing of coil 219, Switches 220, 220' are closed to 
supply line current via wires 221, 222 to motor 121. 

Returning to wire 214, it will be seen that a wire 223 
leads from a normally open terminal of switch 176 to 
wire 214 and that wire 224 leads from a normally open 
terminal of switch 212 to bus 201. 

Operation 
From the foregoing description the operation of my 

device is apparent. First a plurality of pallets are stacked 
in the pallet magazine defined by standards 130a, 130b, 
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13c, 3Gd so that the lowermost pallet is supported by 
the inwardly extending prongs on escape wheels i37, 
137. Next a single pallet is placed on rollers 55, 155 
so that lug 53 engages the outer edge of this pallet, 

Thereafter, selector switch 195 is positioned for the 
number of articles to be stacked. It is to be understood 
that while I have disclosed but two terminals for selector 
switch 95 and but two switches, such as switches 187, 
183, any number of such terminals and switches may 
be provided for infinite selection of the height of the 
stack to be formed. Next on-off switch 56 is closed, 
thereby providing current to my electrical system and then 
partial loader switch 191 is momentarily depressed to 
close the circuit through wires 59, 74, 75, upper 
limit switch 186, wires 139, 92 to energize solenoid 
93. Thus, switches 76, 190 are moved downwardly, 

in FE.G. 13, and a circuit is made from wire 89 through 
switch E90 and wire 94 to supply current continuously 
to solenoid 93. Simultaneously, current is Supplied from 
wire 375 via switch 176 to wire 223 and thence via wire 
214, normally closed bottom limit switch 23, wire 200 
and bus 20A to energize coil 202, causing closing of 
switches 293, 2G3. Upon closing of switches 203, 203, 
line current from L., L2 is supplied via wires 204, 205 
to energize the armature of motor 36. Of course, cur 
rent is also supplied through switch 206, 207 and wires 
28, 209 to the field of motor 86 to cause motor 86 to 
drive, by means of chain 89, shaft 84 and hence shafts 
89, 80' in a direction to begin lowering the elevator 
frame, defined by beams 77, 77', 78 and rib 79. 
As the elevator frame reaches the bottom of the ele 

vator chute, switch 105 is closed and Switch 23 is opened 
by means of screw follower 04 and therefore current 
is supplied from wire 213 via normally closed switch 
2E2 and wire 27 through switch 105 to wire 28, switch 
246 to energize coil 219 and cause closing of Switches 
220, 220' and the actuation of motor 21. The open 
ing of Switch 213 deemergizes coil 202 causing return 
of switches 203, 203' to their open position and hence 
current is no longer supplied to motor 86. Motor E2F 
rotates until cog 48 has made one revolution and finger 
A45 has opened switch 146 to deenergize coil 259 and 
permit opening of Switches 226, 229'. Rotation of motor 
E2F causes rotation of shaft 25 and therefore move 
ment of chain 49 to carry lug 53 through one cycle 
which urges the pallet on rollers 55, 155 onto the 
elevator frame. During the time that the pallet is be 
ing transferred from rollers 55, 155' onto the elevator 
frame, escape wheels 37, 137 are being rotated slowly 
one fourth a revolution so that after lug 153 has passed 
sprocket 29 and begins its travel back to its original 
position, the lowermost pallet in the stack of pallets is 
dropped onto rollers 55, 55' and the remainder of 
the stack of pallets is supported by the prongs which are 
spaced 90 degrees from the prongs which previously sup 
ported the stack of pallets. 
As the pallet from rollers 55, 55 is received on the 

elevator frame, it strikes and closes switch 25 which 
completes a circuit from wire 2.4 to coil 210 of the 
reversing relay which brings switches 206, 207, 25, 22 
downwardly, thereby reversing the field of motor 86 to 
reverse its direction of rotation. Simultaneously a cir 
cuit is made from wire 200 through wire 224 and Switch 
22 to wire 24, bypassing switch 23 and reenergizing 
coil 202 to again close switches 203, 203 and supply 
current to motor 86. It will be remembered, however, 
that switches 25, 27 have been thrown and hence the 
motor 86 begins to rotate in a direction to raise the ele 
vator frame. The raising of the elevator frame, of course, 
causes switch 25 to reopen as the pallet is lifted by the 
elevator frame; however, coil 20 remains energized be 
cause of a hold down circuit from wire 24 via Switch 
25 and wire 256 to coil 29. 

Switch 205 reopens and Switch 213 closes as screw fol 
lower (4 moves axially along shaft 98. The inertia of 
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motor A2, after being deemergized, as described above, 
will cause finger 45 to travel past switch 46 and the 
switch A46 will again close but motor 121 will not be 
actuated because switch 22 has been thrown and no cur 
rent is supplied to wire 27. Further, switch 05 has 
been reopened and hence no current, if supplied to wire 
227, would reach wire 218. 
Motor 86 continues to raise the elevator frame until 

screw follower 104 opens upper limit switch 186, at which 
time the elevator frame has delivered its pallet to a posi 
tion immediately below gates 5A, 52, 55, 56. The open 
ing of switch 86 interrupts current to solenoid 193 and 
permits switches 176, 190 to return to their original posi 
tion. The opening of Switch 176 interrupts current via 
wires 223, 23, Switch 212, wire 224 to coil 202 and there 
fore causes opening of switches 203, 203' and interruption 
of current to motor 86 via wires 24, 205. Current is 
also interrupted to coil 210 and hence switches 206, 207, 
22A, 252 return to their normal position as shown in 
F.G. 13. 
As seen in the right hand upper corner of FIG. 13, line 

voltage from Li, L2 is supplied directly to motor 13 
through a manual switch 225. With the elevator in its 
up position, or prior to this time, Switch 225 is closed 
and articles are successively fed from the assembly line 
to rollers A2 and then to rollers 2. Because of the rota 
tion of rollers 2, a space is provided between each article 
which is fed onto rollers 2. When the first article 
reaches strap 25, it closes switch 26 which supplies cur 
rent from wires 59, 60 to solenoid 6 to cause valve 
29' to admit air to cylinder 29 and raise gate 27. The 
next articles, of course, strike gate 27 and also engage 
switch 26' to complete a circuit from Switch 26' via wires 
62 to coil 63, thereby in a manner similar to that just 

described, raising gate 27 and blocking travel of all other 
articles onto rollers 12, 2’. 
As seen in F.G. 13, with switches 26, 26' closed, cur 

rent is supplied via wire 64, switch 45, wire 165, switch 
75, wire 66, switch 65a to energize solenoid 67 and 
cause actuation of the rake assembly mechanism by oper 
ation of waive 68 to admit air into cylinder 4 to retract 
piston rod 39. Upon movement of piston Tod 39 into 
cylinder 41, guide block 31 moves away from switch 45 
which causes the arm of switch 45 to be thrown to make 
a circuit from wires 69, 170 to wire 64 and continue 
to energize coil 163 while breaking the circuit energizing 
coil 67. 
As best seen in FIG. 1, the rakes 37, 38 are carried by 

the rake assembly mechanism, across rollers 12, thereby 
placing the first and second articles respectively in the 
compartment defined by guide rail 47 and partition mem 
Eber 49 and the compartment defined by guide rail 48 and 
partition member 49. 

Upon the travel of the rake assembly mechanism across 
to a position adjacent standards 8c, 8d, guide block 32' 
strikes switch 44 which supplies current from wires 169, 
E7 via wire 72 to solenoid 73. The actuation of sole 
noid 73 causes valve 68 to redirect the air to the other 
side of cylinder 4, thereby pushing piston rod 39 out 
wardly to return the rake assembly to its original posi 
tion. When guide block 31' returns to its original posi 
tion, Switch 45 is engaged to throw the Switch back to 
its original position to thereby interrupt current to coil 
163 and drop gate 27. Of course, switch 44 is again open 
when guide block 32 no longer is engaging it; thus, the 
cycle of receiving compartments may be repeated. In 
each cycle, the articles pushed by the rakes 37, 38 onto 
release gates 5E, 52, 55, 56 push the next preceding 
articles further along gates 5, 55 and gates 52, 56 until 
the last pair of articles is received, at which time the first 
article on gates 52, 56 will engage switches 75, 75", open 
ing switch 75' and closing switch 75. In the present em 
bodiment the length of each receiving compartment is suf 
ficient to accommodate three articles. Of course longer 
or shorter compartments may be employed if desired. 
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Since switch 75' is open, the circuit to cause actuation 
of the rake assembly will be open and hence no further 
action of the rake is possible until the collected articles 
have been dropped by gates 51, 52, 55, 56. 
The closing of switch 75, provided that feeler switch 

107' is closed, completes the circuit from wires 159, 175 
through switch 47, wire 177, switch 107, wire 178, switch 
75, wire 179 to solenoid 88. This causes valve 181 to 
be thrown introducing air into cylinder 60 to withdraw 
piston rod 62. Piston rod 62, in turn, pulls pitman 62a, 
thereby unlocking hasp. 67 from engagement with latch 69 
and then causing rotation of shaft 70 to open gates 5, 52, 
55, 56 as described above. Upon opening of gates 51, 
52, 55, 56, the articles received thereby are simultane 
ously dropped onto the pallet which is positioned there 
beneath on the elevator frame. 
The movement of piston rod 62 also disengages cam 

ming member 64 from switch 65, thereby providing an 
other open switch 65a in the circuit to actuate rakes 
37, 38. The movement of camming member 64 away 
from switch 65 causes closing of switch 65b which, when 
switch 107 is thrown to the position shown in F.G. 13, 
will cause closing of gates 5A, 52, 55, 56. Switch 107, 
however, is not in the position shown in FIG. 13, be 
cause, as the articles are dropped by gates 51, 52, 55, 56, 
plate 109 is depressed by these articles and remains de 
pressed so long as the articles remain in the gate area. 
With switch 107 being thrown by action of the articles 

dropping onto the pallet, a circuit is made from wire 160 
through switch 97, via wires 200, 201 to energize sole 
noid 262 and close switches 203, 203, thereby energizing 
motor 86 to lower the elevator frame until switch 107 
opens as the articles clear plate 109. The throwing of 
switch 107 to its original position supplies current via 
closed switch 65b and wire 184 to energize coil 185 and 
cause gates 51, 52, 55, 56 to be closed by action of air 
cylinder 59. 
When camming member 64 is returned to its original 

position by action of air cylinder 59, indicating that gates 
51, 52, 55, 56 are closed, it again opens switch 65b, 
thereby deenergizing coil 185 and closing switch 65a 
whereby the circuit for actuating rakes 37, 38 is rendered 
again operable. Thus, the cycle of my machine as de 
scribed above is repeated and additional stacks of arti 
cles are deposited one over the other until the elevator 
frame has lowered to a position where switch 187 is con 
tacted and closed by screw follower 104. At this point, 
provided the manual selector switch 195 has been posi 
tioned as shown in FEG. 13, a circuit is completed from 
wire 174 through switch 187, wire 196, switch 195, wire 
194 to energize coil 193 to cause switches 176 and 190 
to be moved downwardly, thereby again deactuating the 
circuit for opening gates 51, 52, 55, 56 and completing 
a circuit from wire 175 through switch 76 via wires 
223, 214, switch 23, wires 200, 231 to energize coil 
202 and cause motor 86 to be energized to move the 
elevator frame downwardly until the elevator frame 
reaches the bottom and screw follower 104 engages and 
opens switch 23, opening the circuit just described above. 
It will be remembered that the closing of switch 190 
completes a hold down circuit and therefore the opening 
of switch 37 does not interrupt the supply of current to 
coil 202. 
With the elevator frame at the bottom, the pallet car 

rying the stacked articles is resting on belts 113, 113' and 
the elevator frame is below the upper surface of these 
belts, switch 215 will be closed. Also, Switch 105 is 
closed by screw follower i04 which provides current 
from wire 214 via switch 212, wires 217, 218, switch 146 
to energize coil 219 to thereby close switch 220, 220 
to actuate motor 121. The actuation of motor 121 sup 
plies power to chain 18 and shaft 114 to motorize belts 
113, 113' and discharge the pallets carrying the stacked 
articles. Further, the operation described above, which 
feeds a new pallet to the elevator is simultaneously set in 
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operation whereby a new palet replaces the old pallet 
on the elevator frame and a new cycle of my machine 
takes place. 

If, at any time, electrical power is temporarily inter 
rupted by my stacking machine, switch 191 must be 
manually depressed which, as previously described, will 
cause discharge of any pallet on the elevator frame and 
a new cycle to begin. 

If, for any reason, no pallet is on the elevator frame 
as it moves upwardly to a position for receiving the first 
stack of articles, or the stack of articles is too low to re 
ceive the next stack of articles on the elevator frame, 
arm i98' will not be depressed and hence switch 07' and 
the circuit to actuate the gates 51, 52, 55, 56 will remain 
open and these gates will remain up. 

If, crates or stacks of articles of varying heights are 
fed, say six at a time, to my stacking machine, the ma 
chine will operate properly since arm 98 will detect the 
difference in height and cause motor 86 to remain actu 
ated until the stack of articles has cleared the gate area. 

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that, while 
I have illustrated and described what I consider to be the 
preferred embodiment of my invention, this embodiment 
may be varied, parts or elements may be made integral or 
separated into a number of elements or parts, certain 
parts may be eliminated from the structure and other 
circuitry and actuating mechanisms may be substituted 
for the corresponding circuitry and actuating mechanisms 
and full resort may be had to equivalents without depart 
ing from the scope of my invention as defined by the ap 
pended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A stacking machine for receiving and stacking a 

plurality of articles successively fed in a single file fash 
ion to said machine comprising a frame, means for re 
ceiving said successive articles, cam means for urging a 
plurality of said articles simultaneously in a direction nor 
mal to the direction of feed of the articles into compart 
ments within said frame, releasing means in each com 
partment for receiving and supporting said articles by 
their opposite edges, said releasing means being actuatable 
by said articles in said compartments for opening to re 
lease said articles from said compartments after a pre 
determined number of said articles have been received 
in said compartments, and movable receiving means be 
low said compartments within said frame onto which said 
articles are dropped by said releasing means, means for 
urging said articles dropped from the respective com 
partments together during their downward travel, and 
means for moving said receiving means a distance down 
wardly determined by the height of said articles received 
on said receiving means, means for automatically closing 
said releasing means after said articles released by said 
releasing means have cleared said releasing means, and 
means actuated by said articles in said compartments for 
interrupting the urging of said articles into said compart 
ments. 

2. Apparatus of the class described comprising a frame, 
a conveyor mounted adjacent the top of said frame, said 
conveyor moving successive articles in single file fashion 
along a path, means for moving a plurality of said arti 
cles simultaneously in a direction normal to said path 
from said conveyor into the top portion of said frame, 
guide means within said frame adapted to guide said ar 
ticles, opposed pairs of gates hinged to said guide means, 
control means for supporting said gates in a horizontal 
position to receive said articles by opposite edges of each 
of said articles thereon and for simultaneously pivoting 
said gates to release the received articles, sensing means 
actuated by a predetermined number of articles being re 
ceived on said gates for actuating said control means, an 
elevator within said frame movable in a vertical direc 
tion upwardly and downwardly beneath said gate means, 
and detecting means for determining that a surface on 
said elevator is immediately below said gates, said detect 
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ing means being connected with said gate means to main 
tain said gates in their horizontal position until said de 
tecting means has detected said surface. 

3. The structure defined in claim 2 wherein said ele 
vator moves incrementally downwardly upon each cycle 
of said gates and including means for moving said ele 
vator continuously downwardly when said elevator has 
reached a predetermined position in its downward travel. 

4. In a stacking machine having a frame, a feed 
mechanism for feeding successive articles in Single file 
fashion to said frame, and an elevator within said frame 
for receiving said articles as said elevator is moved down 
wardly comprising rake mechanisms arranged adjacent 
said feed mechanism for moving a plurality of Said articles 
simultaneously in a normal direction to said feed mecha 
nism, spaced opposed pivoted gates disposed above said 
elevator to receive said articles by opposite bottom edges 
thereof when said articles are moved in Said normal direc 
tion, means actuatable by said articles on Said gates and 
after a predetermined number of said articles have been 
received on said gates for pivoting said gates to release 
said articles thereon onto Said elevator. 

5. In a machine of the class described, releasing mecha 
nism for releasing articles received thereon comprising a 
pair of guide rails spaced in parallel relationship to each 
other, a flat vertically disposed partition member between 
said guide rails defining a pair of article receiving com 
partments, gates normally extending horizontally toward 
each other and hinged to said guide rails, gates hinged 
to said partition member and normally extending hori 
Zontally toward said first mentioned gates, said gases 
supporting the articles received in Said compartments, 
means common to all said gates for pivoting the same 
simultaneously from their horizontal position to a vertical 
position to release said articles and means below said 
gates for urging the released articles together. 

6. In an apparatus of the class described, an elevator 
chute, releasing means mounted on said elevator chute, 
an elevator in Said elevator chute, power means for rais 
ing and lowering said elevator, control means connected 
to said power means, said control means being adapted 
to move said elevator upwardly and incrementally down 
wardly, said control means also including a plurality of 
electrical switches, drive means Synchronized with said 
power means, follower means controlled by said drive 
means for selective engagement with all of said switches 
depending upon the position of said follower means with 
respect to said drive means, said drive means being driven 
by said power means, a selector switch selectively con 
nectable to each of said electrical switches, circuitry 
means connected to said electrical switches and said Selec 
tor switch for supplying current to said power means for 
moving said elevator downwardly to its lowermost normal 
position when said selector Switch is connected to one of 
said electrical Switches and said follower means engages 
said one electrical switch. 

7. In a stacking machine, wherein an electrical motor 
controls the travel of an elevator upwardly and progres 
sively downwardly for receiving layers of articles stacked 
on said elevator from a Zone thereabove during the period 
when said elevator is moved progressively downwardly 
the combination therewith of a screw rotated by said 
motor and synchronized with the movement of said eleva 
tor, a screw follower on said screw, switches positioned 
adjacent said screw and actuatable selectively by Said 
screw follower, and circuits connected to said switches 
and Selectively connectable to said motor for actuating 
said motor to lower said elevator continuously down 
wardly when said screw follower actuates the Switch of 
the circuit connected to said motor. 

8. In a machine of the class described, a feed mecha 
nism for conveying successive articles, a strap at the end 
of said feed mechanism, actuating means mounted on said 
strap for actuation by engagement thereagainst of the 
first article on Said feed mechanism, a gate spaced from 
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6 
the end of said feed mechanism by at least the length of 
said first article, said gate being movable into and out of 
the path of travel of said articles to block movement of 
all articles after said first article on said feed mechanism, 
said gate being controlled by said actuating means, means 
for moving said first article from said feed mechanism 
after said gate has been moved into the path of travel 
of said articles, a second actuating means, a Second gate 
movable into and out of the path of travel of said articles 
to block movement of all articles after the second article 
on said feed mechanism, said Second actuating means 
being actuatable by engagement therewith of said second 
article on said feed mechanism only after said first men 
tioned actuating means has been actuated, said second 
actuating means controlling the actuation of Said second 
gate, and means for moving said second article from said 
feed mechanism. 

9. In a machine of the class described, releasing mecha 
nism for releasing articles received thereon comprising 
a pair of guide rails spaced in parallel relationship to each 
other, a flat vertically disposed partition member between 
said guide rails, gates normally extending horizontally 
toward each other and hinged to said guide rails, gates 
hinged to said partition member and normally extending 
horizontally toward said first mentioned gates, means com 
mon to all said gates for pivoting the same simultaneously 
from their horizontal position to a vertical position, means 
actuatable by said articles for actuating said means com 
mon to all said gates, and said means common to all said 
gates including a shaft, a plurality of levers extending 
from Said shaft, and a plurality of dog leg links pivotally 
connected to the ends of said levers and to said gates, the 
pivoted connection of said links when said gates are in 
their normal position being in a line on one side of said 
shaft and upon rotation of said shaft being movable to a 
line on the other side of said shaft. 

10. In a stacking machine wherein an elevator in a 
frame is moved vertically downwardly in predetermined 
Sequence to receive successive layers of articles thereon 
from a Zone thereabove wherein each layer of articles 
is collected before being deposited upon the top of the 
Subsequent layer of articles on the elevator, the combina 
tion therewith of a pair of flat opposed gates in said zone 
for slidably receiving a plurality of articles by their oppo 
site edges thereon, said gates being pivotally connected 
by their outer extremities to Said frame for pivoting down 
Wardly from a position in the same horizontal plane to a 
position about vertically parallel to each other to dis 
charge said articles, the hinged portion of said outer ex 
tremities lying about in Said horizontal plane, control 
means for simultaneously pivoting said gates from said 
horizontal position to said vertical position and back to 
said horizontal position in predetermined relationship to 
the lowering of Said elevator, said control means including 
a shaft connected to said frame and extending transversely 
With respect to said hinged portions of said gates, levers 
eXtending from said shaft, links extending from said 
levers to said gates, means for rotating said shaft, said 
links being connected by their ends to said gates and said 
levers, and said links being bent for permitting the ends 
of said links connected to said levers to pass beyond the 
diametrically opposed position of the other ends of said 
links with respect to said shaft when said gates are in said 
horizontal position. 

11. Apparatus of the class described comprising a 
frame, a conveyor mounted adjacent the top of said frame, 
said conveyor moving successive articles in single file 
fashion along a path, means for moving a plurality of 
said articles simultaneously in a direction normal to the 
path of said conveyor into the top portion of Said frame, 
guide means within said frame adapted to guide said 
articles, opposed pair of gates hinged to said guide means, 
control means for supporting said gates in a horizontal 
position to receive said articles by opposite edges of 
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each of said articles thereon and for simultaneously 
pivoting said gates to release the received articles, sensing 
means actuated by a predetermined number of articles 
being received on said gates for actuating said control 
means, an elevator within said frame moving both in a 
vertical direction upwardly and downwardly beneath said 
gates, detecting means for determining that a surface of 
said elevator is immediately below said gates, said detect 
ing means being connected with said gate means to main 
tain said gate means in its horizontal position until said 
detecting means has detected said surface, drive means 
synchronized with said elevator, follower means con 
trolled by said drive means, a plurality of switches ar 
ranged adjacent said drive means and selectively engage 
able by Said follower means, a selector switch selectively 
connectable to each of said electrical switches, circuitry 
means connected to said electrical switches and said selec 
tor Switch for supplying power to said elevator, for moving 
said elevator downwardly to its lowermost normal posi 
tion when said selector switch is connected to one of said 
electrical switches and said follower means engages said 
one electrical switch. 

12. In a stacking machine wherein an elevator in a 
frame is moved vertically downwardly in predetermined 
sequence to receive successive layers of articles thereon 
from a Zone thereabove wherein each layer of articles 
is collected before being deposited upon the top of the 
subsequent layer of articles on the elevator, the combina 
tion therewith of a pair of flat opposed gates in said zone 
and spaced from each other for slidably receiving a plu 
rality of articles by their opposite edges thereon, guide 
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means spaced from each other by approximately the 
width of said articles, said gates being pivotally connected 
by their outer extremities to said guide means for pivot 
ing downwardly from a position in the same horizontal 
plane to a position about vertically parallel to each other 
and aligned with said guide means to discharge said 
articles, the hinged portion of said outer extremities lying 
about in said horizontal plane, and control means for 
simultaneously pivoting said gates from said horizontal 
position to said vertical position and back to said hori 
Zontal position in predetermined relationship to the lower 
ing of said elevator, said control means including a shaft 
connected to said frame and extending transversely with 
respect to said hinged portions of Said gates, levers extend 
ing from said shaft, links extending from said levers to 
said gates and means for rotating said shaft. 
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